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MOVING to a CONSOLIDATED CATALOG 
 
by Maureen Zajkowski (OLIS) 
  
At the April 2012 SUNY Council of Library Directors  
Spring Meeting, the Comprehensive Colleges, Colleges of  
Technology, and Community Colleges requested that OLIS  
move forward with the development of a shared catalog  
that would contain one record for each bibliographic  
entity. 
  
Why? 
  
The concept of a library system is evolving into a  
set of software tools that support two major elements: 
•Discovery and access to a range of resources including  
  print, electronic full text  and digital repositories; 
•Management of selection, procurement, fulfillment,  
  organization and utilization of resources across format  
  and location. 
  
Additionally, around SUNY, there has been a significant  
increase in campus licensing of electronic books.  Vendors  
supply MARC records to enable access through local  
catalogs.  The current SUNY environment, where each campus  
has its own unique bibliographic database, results in the  
need to load and maintain tens of thousands of these 
records across multiple catalogs.   
  
The consolidation of bibliographic databases and the  
introduction of the one bibliographic record per title  
would streamline maintenance and support of MARC records  
for these digital items.  In addition, this change would  
make a SUNYConnect-wide discovery system a much more  
feasible option.  And,  as Chancellor Zimpher develops  
the concept of “systemness” as well as efforts to shift  
cost savings to instruction, a shared catalog would: 
    
a.  Create a union catalog view that is more  
  accurate – as it represents the actual holdings of the  
  campuses – this has significant implications for  
  resource sharing and collection development across all  
  formats; 
b.  Provide a more streamlined environment for  
  shared cataloging operations among campuses;  
c.  Streamline cataloging workflows – minimize going to  
  a bibliographic utility for acquisition and/or  
  cataloging records for general copy cataloging; 
d.  Vendor batch loads -  MARC records for e-resource  
  subscriptions, ebooks and online Patron Driven  
  Acquisition programs (PDA) would be loaded and updated  
  centrally; 
e.  Possible cost savings by not having to download as  
  many records from  bibliographic utility; 



f.  Opportunity to investigate cost sharing of access  
  to bibliographic utilities. 
  
What Would be Required at the Campus Level for a Shared  
Catalog? 
  
The SUNY library community would need to work with  
OLIS to develop work procedures and policies for shared  
cataloging and authority databases.  These  decisions  
need to be manageable to support all campuses in the  
shared environment.  Discussion would need to address  
the following: 
•Merging bibliographic records 
  +Criteria for selecting the record to be shared by  
   all campuses 
  +Addressing need to maintain local notes and added  
   entries 
•Authorities  
  +Local additions 
  +Edits and updates 
  +Use of OWN field 
  +Who would coordinate ongoing maintenance and upkeep? 
  +Who would participate in ongoing maintenance and upkeep? 
  +Use of 3rd party service for ongoing updates? 
•Cataloging – adding new records – who arbitrates work 
  procedures and policies for  
  +Individual records 
    *Original input 
    *Download from WorldCat, other bibliographic utilities,  
      other sources 
  +Vendor batch loads 
    *Configuring batch loads correctly 
    *Configuring 856 fields, holdings and items correctly 
  +Deletions – who can delete and under what circumstances 
•Cataloging – once records are in the database – who  
  arbitrates work procedures and policies for 
  +Items 
  +Holdings 
  +Local holdings symbol added to WorldCat 
  +Editing 
  +Added entries 
  +Merges 
  +Overlays 
  +Vendor records – adding to holdings 
    *856 field for specific campus on correct HOL record 
    *Items 
    *Holdings 
    *Local holdings symbol to WorldCat 
    *Merges/overlays 
  
Next Steps? 
  
Currently, ITEC and OLIS are focusing on activities associated  
with a hardware upgrade for the 56 campuses in the shared  
server environment.  Given the complexity of moving to a  
shared bib file, it is not possible to try and do both (move  



to new hardware and reconfigure Aleph) at the same time.   
The hardware upgrade is anticipated to be done by the end  
of this year.  We have a test environment up and running and  
we should have a good idea in another month or so as to when  
the actual upgrades will take place.   
  
Regardless, 
1. Cataloging workflow review – the OLIS will present to the  
SCLD governance a proposal to create a Shared Cataloging and  
Authorities Task Force to develop guidelines and standards  
associated with cataloging and authorities workflow within  
a shared catalog.  Topics would include what workflow changes  
would need to be made, what activities would be done centrally,  
determining a master record, local edits, maintenance, etc.   
The idea is to have the recommendations of this group be  
distributed out to SUNYLA and SCLD for input and review.   
2. After the hardware upgrade, OLIS and ITEC can then focus on  
what it would take technically to actually consolidate bib  
catalogs.  This includes developing a project plan, identifying  
some early adopters and figuring out how the work would  
ultimately be staged.  This work will likely get started in 2013.   
  
It is too early to say how long this process will take and when  
all campuses in the shared environment will have their catalogs  
combined.  The OLIS will be providing updates as these activities  
move forward. 
  
 
 
  



SUNYLA and NEW YORK CITY: A GOOD FIT 
 
What is better than a SUNYLA Conference in New York City? 
That would be holding the conference at Fashion Institute  
of Technology, just a hop, skip and a jump away from the  
train station. 
  
The city was certainly one of the stars of the conference. 
Excursions included events at prominent museums and libraries, 
walking tours of the nearby Flower District, and the Book Expo. 
Some of us experienced a rather idiosyncratic tour of the  
New York Public Library.  And, who has the best tale to tell  
from the NYC night life?  You name it, it's available: theater,  
jazz, karaoke, dine arounds..."There are eight million stories in  
the naked city."... 
  
"SUNYLA 2012: Fashioning the Library of the Future" June 6-8,  
included a keynote speech from Kristen Purcell who discussed 
the Pew Research Center and their Internet and American Life 
survey as well as upcoming grant funded studies of public 
libraries. 
  
Mark Smith (Associate Dean, Alfred Ceramics) is the Friend  
of SUNYLA. Caught by surprise, Mark was speechless.  To make  
up for that, here are some comments that he has sent along: 
  
1) Congratulations on your Friend of SUNYLA award; did the  
announcement take you by surprise? 
  
"It took me completely by surprise. I was overwhelmed.  
Thankfully I was not called upon to speak, or you would  
have experienced a blubbering, entirely forgettable effort  
to put my emotions into words." 
  
2) What comments do you have for SUNYLA members? 
  
"Let me share one piece of advice. Each member should  
consider using opportunities within SUNYLA to launch or  
revitalize their career. The many opportunities within  
and around SUNYLA provide the perfect sandbox and  
supportive community for professional development and  
personal growth. I am aware that this sounds cliche,  
but it is very true. Whether you become involved for  
professional advancement or to assist in the greater  
good, you will be undoubtedly be rewarded." 
  
3) The award, in part, is in recognition of your efforts  
as FACT (now FACT2) Liaison.  It seems to me, there is more  
interaction/cross fertilization between the two groups  
these days; do you agree? 
  
"Absolutely. When I first started as SUNYLA FACT Council  
Rep, I immediately recognized the many issues, concerns  
and opportunities we shared with our friends in the  
Ed. Tech. arena. Back in 1994 I found a terrific  



opportunity to "toot the SUNYLA horn". Common issues  
included information literacy, technology training,  
smart classrooms, intellectual property, the "information  
commons", new forms of publishing, development of CMS  
systems, and digitization.  These are just a few of the  
areas where we have made connections. One of the first  
goals I set for myself was to recruit presenters from  
FACT council to speak at our SUNYLA Conference and to  
encourage our membership to present at the annual SUNY  
CIT Conference. From there, we found a natural synergies  
and set out to work on shared challenges. I am proud  
and excited to see that this partnership of fearless  
educators have expanded into new areas such as open  
and digital publication, transliteracy, and innovative  
learning environments. It is truly exciting to see  
how our two organizations continue to dovetail,  
encourage and support each other." 
  
4) Do you have a story or two you can share from one or  
another SUNYLA Conference over the years? 
  
"I plead the fifth. and need to protect the innocent,  
so I have nothing to tell that can be published here.  
I'm kidding!!   
  
"However, I can share a related story that occurred  
at a SUNY Council gathering back in 1998. At this  
meeting, President Bill Drew asked who in the room  
might consider volunteering to place their name on  
a ballot for 1st Vice President/President Elect. A  
dear colleague from SUNY Oswego was sitting across  
the table from me. Almost immediately, I felt a  
sharp, stinging, and painful kick to my shins. The  
pain was accompanied by the words "You need to raise  
your hand for this." For all of us who know and love  
Oswego's Deborah Curry, you also know that she is not  
one to argue with. In this instance of confusion  
(and pain) I found myself placed on the ballot for  
President of SUNYLA. This simple, semi-voluntary action,  
was one of the most significant moments in my career.  
It forced me to step-up and to realize that I could  
make a contribution. It led to numerous opportunities  
to work alongside many SUNY librarians who were  
doing exciting work. It opened many doors and served  
to introduce me to a very talented cast of characters  
and enduring friendships. And, my shin has healed  
quite nicely." 
  
5) Congratulations again for the award; do you have any  
final comments that you'd like to make? 
  
"There is no higher honor than to receive the  
recognition of your peers. There is a personal and  
immeasurable value that comes with this award. It is  
quite humbling to be included in a roster alongside  
such outstanding past recipients. It is a great  



privilege. I cannot thank the organization enough.  
And, it's better than a kick in the shins."  
  
The diversity of New York City brings a highlight to one  
session featured here: "Transcending Boundaries to Increase  
Cultural Understanding Between Countries. Advancing Global  
Cultural Understanding Through Innovative Library Practice:  
Three Fulbright Experiences" - Constantia Constantinou  
(Maritime), Kenneth Schlesinger (Lehman College , CUNY),  
Michael Miller (Queens College, CUNY).  It was very moving 
to hear of Constantia's experience in Cyprus: 
  
"I arrived in Cyprus in December of 2010 to begin a six-month  
assignment as a Fulbright Scholar. Cyprus has been the  
divided country of two ethnic communities, the Greek and  
Turkish Cypriots, since 1974. The United Nations Council  
mandated the UN Force to stay on the  island and to maintain   
a ceasefire, and guard the buffer zone that divides the country.   
My work was to (1) work with the Greek Cypriot and Turkish  
Cypriot  universities in addressing their individual library  
challenges and helping them with their aspirations and (2)  
promote understanding while honoring cultural, ethnic and  
religious differences between the two ethnic communities.  
  
"On my last day of work at one of the Turkish Cypriot  
University Libraries, the librarians brought out a book  
from their special collections. The book was published in  
Istanbul, in 1884 and according to the handwritten inscription,  
it belonged to a Greek woman living in Istanbul.  The Turkish   
librarians did not recognize the content of the book because  
the text was printed in the Greek alphabet .  They asked me  
to read it and tell them about the book. As I began to read  
the Greek text out loud, their eyes lit up. I understood  
nothing of what I was reading.   They understood my every  
word. The Greek text spelled out the phonetic pronunciation  
of Turkish words.  The book (Old and New Testament), was  
printed with Greek letters, but it was phonetically  
pronounced in the Turkish language. I recognized it as one  
of the rare types of printed work called a 'Karamanlidika' 
This, after Karamanli Turkish, a language used by  the  
Turkish-speaking Orthodox Christians of Cappadocia, in the  
central region of Anatolia.  
  
"This experience provided an incredible realization of   
how the lives of Turks and Greeks have been so intertwined,  
their fate inseparable; but, still their existences remain  
divided now, as they have been through the centuries."   
  
Thanks to conference organizers, hosts, presenters and  
vendors for all of your efforts.  Buffalo, here we come! 
  
 
 
  



VICTORIA OSSENFORT JOINS SUNY 
 
Victoria Ossenfort has been hired as Lead Programmer/ 
Analyst at SUNY System Administration.  Her first day 
was July 2, 2012.  This programmer position is shared 
with the SUNY Learning Network (and the Office of Library 
and Information Services). 
  
"I'm thrilled to become a member of SUNY System  
Administration and I look forward to ~SUNYergizing~ with  
the Office of Library and Information Services!" 
  
Victoria holds the Masters of Science in Information  
Science degree from the University at Albany (SUNY).  In 
that program she focused on information management and 
policy as well as information systems and technology.   
Her undergraduate work focused on linguistics and  
anthropology. 
  
Welcome Victoria!  
  
 
 
  



OCLC RECLAMATION 101 REVISITED 
 
by Maggie Horn (OLIS) 
  
In SUNYergy April 2010, I provided an overview of OCLC  
Reclamation and spoke of the project that had been  
underway for a year.  “In the past year, the OLIS has  
been working with the four-year comprehensive colleges  
(and a few community colleges) to re-synch holdings with  
OCLC.”  Well, it’s two years later.  Perhaps you’re  
wondering “Whatever happened to that reclamation stuff?” 
  
We’re DONE! … at least as far as the campuses on the  
shared servers are concerned.  Now for some “fun facts  
to know and tell”.   
  
As of May 2012, 52 campuses have sent 8,360,445 records  
to OCLC.  OCLC processed 8,360,064 of those (there were  
a few rotten apples in the bunch) and posted  8,218,243  
holdings.  Our SUNY data added 64,385 new records to the  
OCLC database and augmented another 70,584.  That’s all  
to the benefit of OCLC, WorldCat, and member libraries. 
  
On the SUNY catalog side, the OLIS changed 1,686,122  
records to reflect either a brand-new,  
never-before-on-the-record OCLC number or a changed OCLC  
number.  6,536,484 ALEPH cataloging records were left  
untouched (i.e. OCLC agreed that the numbers were correct).   
So, that’s approximately 20% of data that now links  
correctly to OCLC; or, 80% of our data was good to begin  
with! 
  
Five campuses saw over 80% of their catalog corrected.   
These are campuses that did not do cataloging through OCLC  
originally. 
  
This is all great, right?  Don’t have to do anything more,  
right?  Well, no.  We all know that OCLC is regularly  
merging records and cancelling numbers left and right – not  
much we can do about that.  But, it is extremely important  
that as part of regular cataloging workflow, holdings in  
OCLC are maintained.  Some sites had never removed holdings  
from OCLC before.  They must now do so when they withdraw  
records.  Some sites reported batchloaded electronic  
resources.They must continue to report these titles.    
If sites do not keep their OCLC holdings up-to-date,  
eventually their catalogs will go out of synch.  When that  
happens, a second set of reclamation services will not  
be free of charge. 
  
Meanwhile, everyone should be seeing better results with  
the current SUNYCatalog (which accesses WorldCat) and  
linking into their own ALEPH catalog.  Many thanks go to  
the individuals at the sites who patiently answered  
questions and especially to Natalie Sturr (Oswego/OLIS) 



who worked on scripting the various processes for the  
initial extraction of data and then the data processing  
on return from OCLC. 
  
To paraphrase from the April 2010 article: Now that  
reclamation is done, our databases are not a wasteland. 
  
 
 
  



FOCUS on SUNY, SUNY LIBRARIES and SUNY LIBRARIANS 
 
[Editor's note: This is just a sampling of items of  
note about our colleagues and their libraries;  
SUNYergy editors will consider others that you send  
in for inclusion in upcoming issues; Congrats! all] 
  
Obama Touts Nano. 
On his third visit to New York's Capital District  
as president, Barack Obama toured University at  
Albany's College of Nanoscience and Engineering.   
"It is wonderful to be here at the University of  
Albany NanoCollege.  This is one of the only  
colleges in the world dedicated to nanotechnology... 
Now, the reason I came here today is because this  
school and this community represents the future of  
our economy.  Right now, some of the most advanced  
manufacturing work in America is being done right  
here in upstate New York.  Cutting-edge businesses  
from all over the world are deciding to build here  
and hire here.  And you’ve got schools like this  
one that are training workers with the exact skills  
that those businesses are looking for." 
http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2012/05/08/remarks-president-albany-ny 
  
Chancellor Awards. 
Congratulations to the 2011-12 Chancellor Award 
winners from the SUNY library community: 
  
Excellence in Librarianship 
Gerald Burke (Albany) 
Jane Kessler (Albany) 
Angelique Jenks-Brown (Binghamton) 
Edward Shephard, Jr. (Binghamton) 
Joseph Gerken (Buffalo) 
Dean Hendrix (Buffalo) 
Laura Taddeo (Buffalo) 
Sarah Moon (Finger Lakes) 
Louise Charbonneau (Mohawk Valley) 
Susan Kraat (New Paltz) 
  
Excellence - Classified Service 
Evelyn Hufford (Buffalo) 
Jeanne Quagliata (Stony Brook) 
Carl Nabozny (Columbia-Greene) 
Patricia Kaiser (Hudson Valley) 
  
October 2012 - Information Literacy Month. 
New York State has designated October 2012 as  
Information Literacy Month.  "Information literacy,  
as taught in schools and libraries, is a crucial part 
of education and will expose students to analytic and 
research practices that will better prepare them" 
http://open.nysenate.gov/legislation/bill/J5103-2011 
  

http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2012/05/08/remarks-president-albany-ny
http://open.nysenate.gov/legislation/bill/J5103-2011


"The National Forum on Information Literacy is excited  
to announce that New York State is the second state to  
accomplish this (after Massachusetts). 
  
Trudi Jacobson (U. Albany) led the initiative, with the  
critical assistance of the President-Elect of the New  
York Library Association (NYLA), Carol Anne Germain. They  
worked with Mark McBride (Buffalo State College); Jenna Hecker  
(U. Albany); Michael Daly (Fulton-Montgomery Community College);   
Mark Lasek (Bryant and Stratton); Kim Davies Hoffman  
(SUNY Geneseo); Michael Borges (NYLA Government Relations  
Consultant); and MaryAnne Waltz (NYLA)." 
[email announcement] 
  
  
  
  



ADDITIONAL SUNYConnect UPDATES 
 
New Databases Available to SUNYCOnnect. 
As reported in the April 2012 issue of SUNYergy, SUNY has 
decided to continue licensing database access from EBSCO 
and has agreed on terms for three years.  As part of the 
agreement, all SUNYConnect participants now have access 
to seven additional databases. 
  
Those are:  
Applied Science & Technology Full Text (H.W. Wilson) 
Education Full Text (H.W. Wilson) 
Energy & Power Source 
Entrepreneurial Studies Source 
Humanities Full Text (H.W. Wilson) 
LGBT Life with Full Text 
Social Sciences Full Text (H.W. Wilson) 
  
All other SUNYConnect databases (and access) remain the  
same. 
  
 
ALEPH Service Pack Installation. 
Aleph Service pack 3723 has been installed on all  
development and production servers on the ITEC hosted 
systems.  Thanks to all those involved for their efforts. 
  
 
Opposing Viewpoints Database Available to All. 
Thanks to the SUNY libraries listed below, the Opposing  
Viewpoints database has been renewed through June 2013 and  
is available to all of SUNYConnect institutions. 
  
Adirondack, Albany, Alfred, Alfred University,  
Binghamton, Brockport, Broome, Buffalo, Buffalo State,  
Cayuga, Cobleskill, Columbia-Greene, Corning, Dutchess,  
Empire, Farmingdale, Fredonia, Fulton-Montgomery,  
Genesee, Herkimer, Hudson Valley, Jamestown, Jefferson,  
Mohawk Valley, Monroe, Morrisville, Nassau, New Paltz,  
North Country, Oneonta, Onondaga, Orange, Oswego,  
Plattsburgh, Purchase, Rockland, Schenectady, Suffolk,  
Sullivan, SUNYIT, Tompkins Cortland, and Westchester 
  
A special acknowledgement to Albany, Purchase and  
Sullivan for being new participants this year.  By working  
together these campuses are saving from 8% to 53% off the  
vendor's campus-specific pricing for this database. 
  
OLIS Honored as Friend of Resnick Library. 
"Dear Carey and Maureen, 
I am happy to announce that the OLIS staff have been  
selected as this year's Friend of Resnick Library! 
  



"This is given each year to an individual or organization 
that has advanced and supported the faculty, students 
and mission of the Resnick Library.  We have relied on 
OLIS for so many aspects of our library services over 
the years--all of which support the students and faculty 
of our campus.  As Anna Reed said, 'we'd be lost without 
you' 
  
"I would be honored if you would accept this award at the 
campus.  Our academic awards ceremony recognizes faculty, 
staff and students who have contributed to the Resnick 
Library and Learning Center in the past year.  Again,  
thanks for everything you and all the OLIS staff have 
done for our campus." 
(Pamela J. Peters, Director of Resnick Library at SUNY 
Delhi) 
  
Maureen Zajkowski, Maggie Horn and Karen Gardner-Athey 
accepted the award and plaque on behalf of the rest of 
the staff at the April 26, 2012 ceremony.  The following  
are some of the remarks made by Delhi's Anna Reed: 
"Maureen, Maggie and Karen:  Pam is unable to be here, but  
she wants you to know much it means to her that you made a  
special trip to receive this award in person.  The SUNY  
Office of Library & Information Services has been an  
extension of all of our libraries' staff throughout the  
system, but for smaller campuses like Delhi, we truly rely  
on OLIS for some aspect of each of our library services.   
  
"Over the past 15 years, OLIS has supported new software  
and systems that all of our students and faculty take  
for granted but depend on to find books, journal articles,  
DVDs and CDs needed for research assignments as  
well as for enjoyment.  Services like ILLiad, which allow  
students and faculty to borrow materials freely from any  
library in the state, are possible through OLIS.   
  
"OLIS staff have also provided untold number of hours  
training or facilitating training for our staff,  
troubleshooting and helping us solve software problems  
throughout the year. 
  
"Even though Carey Hatch is not here today, it is  
through his leadership that SUNY libraries are so strong  
and able to deliver online resources to every  
student in the system.  Carey wrote over 10 years ago:   
'Working cooperatively, we have successfully installed  
and implemented shared catalogs and circulation systems  
for forty libraries. We have pooled our resources to  
purchase access to online databases and services. Most  
importantly we have learned that there is a positive  
synergistic effect caused by working together.'  
Thank you OLIS!" 
  
We are very pleased to be known as friend of Resnick.   
Thanks Delhi! 



  
EBSCO eBook Subscription Offer. 
EBSCO Publishing has made special pricing available to 
SUNYConnect for their eBook Academic Subscription Collection. 
  
 
Special Pricing for Video Clip Repository. 
INTELECOM Intelligent Telecommunications is offering their 
video clip collection at a 50% discount to any SUNYConnect 
institution.  "The INTELECOM Online Resources Network is a 
digital content solution developed in response to faculty  
demand for rich media, and is a searchable repository of  
academic-based video learning objects (i.e. clips 3-6  
minutes in length) for online, hybrid, web-enhanced, and  
F2F courses." 
  
 
 
  



LINKABLE LINKS 
 
Each issue of SUNYergy provides a select listing of internet  
addresses that are either discussed in that issue or are  
particularly relevant to current topics. 
SUNYConnect 
http://www.sunyconnect.suny.edu/default.htm 
  
SUNYConnect Support Portal 
http://wiki.sunyconnect.suny.edu/display/OLIS/Support+Portal 
  
SUNY Union Catalog  
http://search.sunyconnect.suny.edu/ 
  
SUNYConnect Web Log 
http://blog.sunyconnect.suny.edu 
  
SUNY Council of Library Directors' web 
http://scld.wordpress.com/ 
  
2011-12 Chancellor's Awards for Excellence  
Announcement 
http://www.suny.edu/sunynews/News.cfm?filname=FacultyExcellenceAwards.htm 
  
Innovative Instruction Technology Grants 
(first round recipients) 
http://www.suny.edu/provost/IITG.cfm 
  
SUNYLA 2012 Conference Site 
http://sunyla2012.wordpress.com/ 
  
SUNYLA 2012 Presentations 
http://www.sunyla.org/annual/2012 
  
The WGIL Room - an information literacy podcast by  
Ken Fujiuchi, Carleen Huxley, Dana Longley, and  
Mark McBride. 
"Live at SUNYLA 2012" 
http://wgilroom.blogspot.com/2012/06/episode-14-live-at-sunyla-2012.html 
  
Pew Internet & American Life Project 
http://libraries.pewinternet.org/ 
  
Text of President Obama's Remarks at University at 
Albany 
http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2012/05/08/remarks-president-albany-ny 
  
Video of President Obama's Visit to Albany 
http://www.whitehouse.gov/photos-and-video/video/2012/05/08/president-obama-speaks-economy 
  
Photo Gallery of President's Visit 
http://www.albany.edu/gallery/24432.php?WT.svl=image 
  
Text of Information Literacy Month Declaration 
http://open.nysenate.gov/legislation/bill/J5103-2011 

http://www.sunyconnect.suny.edu/default.htm
http://wiki.sunyconnect.suny.edu/display/OLIS/Support+Portal
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http://www.sunyla.org/annual/2012
http://wgilroom.blogspot.com/2012/06/episode-14-live-at-sunyla-2012.html
http://libraries.pewinternet.org/
http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2012/05/08/remarks-president-albany-ny
http://www.whitehouse.gov/photos-and-video/video/2012/05/08/president-obama-speaks-economy
http://www.albany.edu/gallery/24432.php?WT.svl=image
http://open.nysenate.gov/legislation/bill/J5103-2011


  
Title Lists for New SUNYConnect Databases 
http://www.ebscohost.com/titleLists/asf-coverage.xls 
http://www.ebscohost.com/titleLists/eft-coverage.xls 
http://www.ebscohost.com/titleLists/enr-coverage.xls 
http://www.ebscohost.com/titleLists/ent-coverage.xls 
http://www.ebscohost.com/titleLists/hft-coverage.xls 
http://www.ebscohost.com/titleLists/qth-coverage.xls 
http://www.ebscohost.com/titleLists/ssf-coverage.xls 
  
INTELECOM Online Resources Network (video clips) 
http://www.intelecomonline.net/ 
  
 
'SUNYergy, SUNY Libraries Working Together' is a publication of the State  
University of New York Office of Library and Information Services. The  
publication is sent out via email and published at  
http://www.sunyconnect.suny.edu/sunyergy/default.htm 
four times a year (January, April, July, October). 
  
Mailing Address: 
Office of Library and Information Services 
SUNY Plaza 
Albany, New York 12246 
Phone: (518)320-1477 
  
Editors: 
John Schumacher john.schumacher@suny.edu 
Laura K. Murray laura.murray@suny.edu 
  
Other Members of the Office of Library and Information Services are: 
Karen Gardner-Athey karen.gardner-athey@suny.edu 
Carey Hatch (Assistant Provost) carey.hatch@suny.edu 
Marguerite (Maggie) Horn maggie.horn@suny.edu 
Victoria Ossenfort victoria.ossenfort@suny.edu 
Gail Pawlowski gail.pawlowski@suny.edu 
Connie Perrin connie.perrin@suny.edu 
Maureen Zajkowski maureen.zajkowski@suny.edu       
 

http://www.ebscohost.com/titleLists/asf-coverage.xls
http://www.ebscohost.com/titleLists/eft-coverage.xls
http://www.ebscohost.com/titleLists/enr-coverage.xls
http://www.ebscohost.com/titleLists/ent-coverage.xls
http://www.ebscohost.com/titleLists/hft-coverage.xls
http://www.ebscohost.com/titleLists/qth-coverage.xls
http://www.ebscohost.com/titleLists/ssf-coverage.xls
http://www.intelecomonline.net/
http://www.sunyconnect.suny.edu/sunyergy/default.htm
mailto:john.schumacher@suny.edu
mailto:laura.murray@suny.edu
mailto:karen.gardner-athey@suny.edu
mailto:carey.hatch@suny.edu
mailto:maggie.horn@suny.edu
mailto:victoria.ossenfort@suny.edu
mailto:gail.pawlowski@suny.edu
mailto:connie.perrin@suny.edu
mailto:maureen.zajkowski@suny.edu
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